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1. Introduction. Let ,r1 , ,r2 , ••• , ,rk denote k populations (k::: 2) in 
which we may observe the independent random variables x1 , x2 , ••• , Xk, 
respectively, where X. is N(µ., cr2) for j = 1, 2, ••• , k. The k + 1 
J J 
parameters µ1, µ2 , ••• , µk, cr2 are assumed unknown. We denote the ordered 
µ-values by µ[l] ~ µ[ 2 ] ~ ••• ~ µ[k]' and if µ[k] ~ µ[k-l] we refer to the 
population ,r with µ = µ[k] as the best population. Our goal is to select 
* * the best population with probability at least P whenever µ[k] - µ[k-l]::: c 
* *' * * here P and 6 are preassigned constants with 1/k < P < 1 and 6 > O. 
In other words, letting CS denote correct selection and letting o1 be the 
- * set of all vectors w = (µ 1 , µ2 , ••• , µk, cr2) with µ[k] - µ[k-l]::: 6, we 
wish to obtain a procedure for which 
( 1) * P(CS) >- P 
If cr2 were known we could proceed as in [1]. filake a fixed number n of 
independent observations on each of the k random variables, and denote by 
x.(n) the sample mean of the n observations on X.(j = 1, 2, ••• , k). If a is 
J J 
ls_4y) -~«tJm,llest J:'.sucn that 2ij'u~ ~;xi~n}.:~i =·r(_l, ~, ••. , k), select TTa. 
Let I denote the c.d.f. of a N(O, 1) random variable. From [1], for 
-all wen1 and n > 1 
(2) P (cs)> Jmtk- 1(y + ·R~fE) dt(y), 
n - cr 
-cll'l 
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* * with equality when µ[l] = µ[ 2 ) = = µ[k-1) = µ[k] - 6. Define for 6 > o 
* (3) (k i:.*) -- (ho )~ C ~ C , v 
where * h = h(k, p) is the solution of 
= k 1 * J t - (y + h)di(y) = p; 
* for P > 1/k it is clear that h > 0 and hence c > O. Then from (2) it:is 
easily seen that (1) is satisfied provided n is chosen so that 
(4) 
'Considering a .continuous version .. of n, we denote by * n = cr2/c the minimal 
fixed number of k-tuples of observations. Tables of h for various values of 
* P and k are given in (1). 
Clearly, when o2 is unknown no fixed sample size procedure will work for 
-all wen1• A two-stage procedure for this problem has been studied [2]. This 
procedure, while guaranteeing (1) for all -wen1 , is inefficient, since it 
utilizes only part of the sample to estimate o2 • Accordingly, we consider 
here a more fully 
sequential procedure: Let x .. 
l.J 
denote the i th observation on .. 
X.(j = 1, 2, ..• , k), and define for r > 2 
J 
k r 
vr = k(!-1) _r.1 _r.l (xij - x/r))2. 
J= l.= 
Sampling proceeds sequentially where at each stage we make a single observation 
on each of the k random variables X. and ~ecgmpute ai-new estimate U of o2 • 
J r 
We terminate sampling at the ~ stage, where the random variable N is the 
least odd integer n > 5 such that 
(5) • V < en. 
n-
(cf.(4)). 
If a is (say) the smallest j such that x. (N)J> x. (N) 
J - 1. 
for all i = 1, 2, .•• , k, 
we select rr. We require that sampling may be terminated only with an odd 
a 
number of k-tuples of observations in order to simplify the later computations 
of the probability distribution of N. 
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2. Some Properties of the Procedure. As in (5, 6] we note that for each fixed 
n the vector x(n) = (x1(n), x2(n), ••• , xk(n)) 1s independent of the event 
(N = n}. -Accordingly, since the selection procedure depends only on X(N), 
we have from (2) for all fixed 
P(CS) = E P(cslN = n) P(N = n) = E p (cs) P(N = n) 
n 
(6) 
where 
(7) 
n 
* A= cr/6. 
n 
tk-l(y + 5*#) di(y)•P(N = n) = 
Cf 
* That~the procedure is asymptotically satisfactory as 6 - 0 follows from 
[3, 4]. 
(8) 
- * 
-)(• 
Let w be fixed and let 6 - o. Then n - ca , N - eo a :s . , 
* N/n - 1 5*fi * a.s., -- - h a.s., EN/n - 1, Cf 
and from (6), (8), and the Helly-Bray theorem 
( 9) * -lim inf P(CS) ~ P, wen1 • 
In fact, (8) and (9) hold without the assumption of normality provided only 
that the X. have finite fourth moments; even this condition can be relaxed. 
J 
As a measure of the cost of ignorance of cr2 we define for fixed 
* 6 > O, 0 < cr 2 < eo the quantity 
I= I(A) = EN * - n 
This cost is negligible, as may be seen from the following 
Theorem. For all * 2 6 > 0, 0 < cr < ca 
(10) 
. I~ 5 • 
Proof. Define 
k r 
u = .E E (xij .. )2. - µ. ' r j=l i=l J 
then for all r > 1, 
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(11) k(r-1) V < U < U 2 • r - r - r+ 
Since from (5) for all odd N > 5 
c(N-2) < VN_2 I 
we have from (11) for odd N > 5 
UN 
c(N-2) < k(N-3) . 
Thus for all odd N ~ 5 
( 12) ckN(N-5) < UN° 
Taking expectations on both sides of (12) we obtain by Wald's lemma 
hence 
and 
ckE[N(N-5)} < cr2k EN; 
2 
(EN) 2 - 5 EN< EN2 - 5 EN<£.._ EN, 
C 
cr2 * EN< - + 5 = n + 5. 
C 
In our proof we tacitly assumed that EN< m so as to be able to apply 
Wald's lemma. This condition certainly holds if the X. 
J 
are normal [see (3)]. 
However, we may eliminate the distributional assumption by the following device. 
Define for each m > 5 the random variable N = min(m, N) and deduce as 
m 
* before that EN < n + 5. 
m 
Letting * m -+ m we have EN t EN < n + 5. 
m = 
Thus (10) holds whatever the distribution of the 
o < cr2 < = · 
X., provided only that 
J 
We further observe that the inequality (10) cannot be sharpened since our 
procedure requires that N ~ 5, and accordingly (from (3)), I-+ 5 as 
3. Sm.all Sample Performance. We have established that the sequential procedure 
is asymptotically consistent and efficient (in the sense of [3]) and that the 
cost of ignorance of cr2 is of little consequence when the sequential procedure is 
used, for all * 2 o > O, 0 < cr < m. It remains to verify that P(CS) 
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* -approximately =::: P, for all values of µ1 , µ2 , .•• , µk for which wen1 and 
for a;wide·range of values of the·:parameter.J; .. defi!le4· 11;\y ('T). (c.f. '1.'able I.) 
Let (T.} (i = 1, 2, .•. ) be independent random variables each with a 
1. 
chi-squared distribution with k degrees of freedom. By Helmert's transformation 
we can write for all n>2 
(13) 
Let n = 
(14) 
k(n-l)V n-1 
n ~ = 
a2 i=l 
2m + 1; then from 
v2 1 < c ( 2m+ 1) . m+ -
T .• 
1. 
(5) N is the least integer m>2 such that 
From (13) (recalling the definition (3) of c) we may rewrite (14) in the form 
2
; T. < k(2m+l)2m. 
n=l 1. - h2 11.2 
Tl + T2 
The random variable W = 2 is the sum of k independent standardized 
exponential random variables, so that N is the least integer m > 1 such that 
here the w. ]. are independently disfr.ibuted as the sum.of ~k standardized· . · 
exponential random variables and the constants [a} are given by 
m 
for m = 3, 4, .... 
Thus for 0;< "A. <cco and ':11:·.=~11, ·2,- •••. the .distribution of N is:.given.:by ·.·. : · ·:1. 
,-
J •• 
where for m>l 
The following recursive scheme, which generalizes [5, 6], gives a method 
for computing p (11.) (m = 1, 2, ••• ) 
m 
for given values of the parameter 
Define for a= O, 1, ••• , k-1 
(a) xk-1-a 
hk (x) = (k-1-~)! 
and for m = 2, 3, 4, ... 
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m-1 k-1 ( )jk+Cl' 
h(a)(x) x-a (Cl') ( ) r. r. m = (jk+a) ! h( . )k a • mk. j=l a=0 m-J m 
Let cl = c2 = 1, and for m = 3, 4, ••. , define 
-a m-1 k-1 (a) ( ) m ~ r. C = e h( . )k a m j=0 a=0 m-J m 
then for all m> 1 
- C • 
m-tl 
Thus from (6), for any fixed value of the parameter A 
CD ·. -~ 
P(CS;A) 2: pm(A) J ~-_(y + T)dt{y) = S(A), 
-00 
_. 
for all µ1 , µ2 , ••. , µk for which wen1. Moreover, the expected sample size 
EN= EAN is defined by 
00 CC) 
EN= r. (2m+l) p (A)= 2 r. 
m=l m m=l 
mp (A) + 1. 
m 
Exact computations of S and EN have been carried out (for a number of 
values of A) when * P = .95, k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and are presented in the 
* accompanying T.ableI. The values of the fixed sample size n = o2 /c = h2 11.2 
which would be used if o2 were known are included for comparison with EN. 
-+ 
We have no proof that the minimum value of the lower bound S of P(CS) for we:n1 
* is attained in the computed range n = 2, .•• , 80, but this appears to be the 
case. If this is so, t~en Table I shows that * a never gets much below P = .95. 
Remark: The method used in proving (10) can also be applied to the problem of 
obtaining an upper bound on the expected sample size for the problem considered 
in [ 3~, 4 ,· 9] •. 
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;-
Exact Computations of ~ and EN for P = .95 
4-1 * (as a function of n and k) 
al 
* " k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 n =h~x2 
EN f3 EN ~ EN ~ EN ~ 
- 2 5.02 .99539 5.01 .99763 5.00 .99840 5.10 .99879 
4 5.63 .97223 5.45 .97509 5.46 .97636 5.42 .97710 
- 6 6.88 .95503 6.87 .95598 6.86 .95682 6.86 .95759 
-
8 8.44 .94620 8.56 .94734 8.64 .94918 8.70 .95099 
10 10.17 .94217 10.42 .94431 10.57 .94713 10.67 .94956 
- 12 12.01 .94065 12.37 .94376 12.56 .94708 12.67 .94964 
14 13.92 .94043 14.25 .94420 14.57 .94760 14.69 .95000 
.... 
16 15.87 .94084 16.36 .94497 16.59 .94821 16.70 .95033 
-
18 17.86 .94155 18.38 .94576 18.60 .94872 18.71 .95055 
20 19.87 .94236 20.40 .94648 20.62 .94911 20.73 .95068 
wJ 25 25.00 .94428 25.46 .94779 25.65 .94969 25.74 .95079 
30 30.00 .94576 30.49 .94853 30.67 .94993 30.75 .95077 
- 35 35.07 .94680 35.52 .94896 35.68 .95003 35.76 .95072 
lal 40 40.12 .94751 40.53 .94921 40.68 .95009 40.76 .95066 
45 45.16 .94801 45.55 .94937 45.69 .95011 45.76 .95061 
-
50 50.20 .94835 50.55 .94947 50.69 .95012 50.76 .95057 
60 60.24 .94879 60.56 .94961 60.70 .95012 60.77 .95049 
- 70 70.26 .94904 70.57 .94969 70.70 .95012 70.77 .95043 
ail Bo 80.28 .94921 80.57 .94974 80.70 .95011 80.77 .95039 
\al 
... 
-
... 
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